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Abstract. With ever increasing autonomy of cyber-physical systems,
monitoring becomes an integral part for ensuring the safety of the sys-
tem at runtime. StreamLAB is a monitoring framework with high degree
of expressibility and strong correctness guarantees. Specifications are
written in RTLola, a stream-based specification language with formal
semantics. StreamLAB provides an extensive analysis of the specifica-
tion, including the computation of memory consumption and run-time
guarantees. We demonstrate the applicability of StreamLAB on typical
monitoring tasks for cyber-physical systems, such as sensor validation
and system health checks.

1 Introduction

In stream-based monitoring, we translate input streams containing data col-
lected at runtime, such as sensor readings, into output streams containing aggre-
gate statistics, such as an average value, a counter, or the integral of a signal.
Trigger specifications define thresholds and other logical conditions on the val-
ues on these output streams, and raise an alarm or execute some other prede-
fined action if the condition becomes true. The advantage of this setup is great
expressiveness and easy-to-reuse, compositional specifications. Existing stream-
based languages like Lola [9,12] are based on the synchronous programming
paradigm, where all streams are synchronized via a global clock. In each step,
the new values of all output streams are computed in terms of the values of
the other streams at a previous time step or. This paradigm provides a sim-
ple and natural evaluation model that fits well with typical implementations on
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synchronous hardware. In real-time applications, however, the assumption that
all data arrives synchronously is often simply not true. Consider, for example,
an autonomous drone with several sensors, such as a GPS module, an inertia
measurement unit, and a laser distance meter. While a synchronous arrival of
all measured value would be desirable, some sensors’ measurement frequency
is higher than others. Moreover, the sensors do not necessarily operate on a
common clock, so their readings drift apart over time.

In this paper we present the monitoring framework StreamLAB. We lift the
synchronicity assumption to allow for monitoring asynchronous systems. Basis
for the framework is RTLola, an extension of the steam-based runtime verifica-
tion language Lola. RTLola introduces two new key concepts into Lola:

1. Variable-rate input streams: we consider input streams that extend at a-priori
unknown rates. The only assumption is that each new event has a real-valued
timestamp and that the events arrive in-order.

2. Sliding windows: A sliding window aggregates data over a real-time window
given in units of time. For example, we might integrate the readings of an
airspeed indicator.

As with any semantic extension, the challenge in the design of RTLola is to
maintain the efficiency of the monitoring. Obviously, not all RTLola specifica-
tions can be monitored with constant memory since the rates of the input streams
are unknown, an arbitrary number of events may occur in the span of a fixed
real-time unit. Thus, for aggregations such as the mean requiring to store the
whole sequence of value, no amount of constant memory will always suffice. We
can, nevertheless, again identify an efficiently monitorable fragment that covers
many specifications of practical interest. For the space-efficient aggregation over
real-time sliding windows, we partition the real-time axis into equally-sized inter-
vals. The size of the intervals is dictated by the rate of the output streams. For
certain common types of aggregations, such as the sum or the number of entries,
the values within each interval can be pre-aggregated and then only stored in this
summarized form. In a static analysis of the specification, we identify parts of the
specification with unbounded memory consumption, and compute bounds for all
other parts of the specification. In this way, we can determine early, whether a
particular specification can be executed on a system with limited memory.

Related Work. There is a rich body of work on monitoring real-time proper-
ties. Many monitoring approaches are based on real-time variants of temporal
logics [3,11,16–18,24]. Maler and Nickovic present a monitoring algorithm for
properties written in signal temporal logic (STL) by reducing STL formulas via
a boolean abstraction to formulas in the real-time logic MITL [21]. Building
on these ideas, Donze et al. present an algorithm for the monitoring of STL
properties over continuous signals [10]. The algorithm computes the robustness
degree in which a piecewise-continuous signal satisfies or violates an STL for-
mula. Towards more practical approaches, Basin et al. extend metric logics with
parameterization [8]. A monitoring algorithm for the extension is implemented
in the tool MonPoly [5]. MonPoly was introduced as a tool for monitoring usage-
control policies. Another extension to metric dynamic logic was implemented in
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the decoupled input and output using aggregations.

the tool Aerial [7]. However, most monitors generated from temporal logics are
limited to Boolean verdicts.

StreamLAB uses the stream-based language RTLola as its core specification
language. RTLola builds upon Lola [9,12], which is a stream-based language
originally developed for monitoring synchronous hardware circuits, by adding the
concepts discussed above. Stream-based monitoring languages are significantly
more expressive than temporal logics. Other prominent stream-based monitoring
approaches are the Copilot framework [23] and the tool BeepBeep 3 [15]. Copilot
is a dataflow language based on several declarative stream processing languages
[9,14]. From a specification in Copilot, constant space and constant time C
programs implementing embedded monitors are generated. The BeepBeep 3 tool
uses an SQL-like language that is defined over streams of events. In addition to
stream-processing, it contains operators such as slicing, where inputs can be
separated into several different traces, and windowing where aggregations over a
sliding window can be computed. Unlike RTLola, BeepBeep and Copilot assume
a synchronous computation model, where all events arrive at a fixed rate. Two
asynchronous real-time monitoring approaches are TeSSLa [19] and Striver [13].
TeSSLa allows for monitoring piece-wise constant signals where streams can emit
events at different speeds with arbitrary latencies. Neither language provides
the language feature of sliding windows and the definition of fixed-rate output
streams. The efficient evaluation of aggregations on sliding windows [20] has
previously been studied in the context of temporal logic [4]. Basin et al. present
an algorithm for combining the elements of subsequences of a sliding window
with an associative operator, which reuses the results of the subsequences in the
evaluation of the next window [6].

2 Real-Time Lola

RTLola extends the stream-based specification languages Lola [12] with real-time
features. In the stream-based processing paradigm, sensor readings are viewed
as input streams to a stream processing engine that computes outputs in form
of streams on top of the values of the input streams. For example, the RTLola
specification
input altitude : Float32

output tooLow := altitude < 200.0
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checks whether a drone flies with an altitude less than 200 feet. For each reading
of the velocity sensor, a new value for the output stream tooLow is computed.
Streams marked with the “trigger”-keyword alert the user when the value of
the trigger is true. In the following example, the user is warned when the drone
flies below the allowed altitude.
trigger tooLow "flying below minimum altitude"

Output streams in RTLola are computed from values of the input streams, other
output streams and their own past values. If we want to count the number of
times the drone dives below 200 feet we can specify the stream
output count := (if tooLow then 1 else 0)

+ count.offset(by:-1).defaults(to:0)

Here, the stream count computes its new values by increasing its latest value by
1 in case the drone currently flies below the permitted altitude. The expres-
sion count.offset(by:-1) represents the last value of the stream. We call
such expressions “lookup expressions”. The default operator e.defaults(to:0)
returns the value 0 in case the value of e is not defined. This can happen when
a stream is evaluated the first time and looks up its last value.

In RTLola, we do not impose any assumption on the arrival frequency of
input streams. Each stream can produce new values individually and at arbi-
trary points in time. This can lead to problems when a burst of new input values
occur in a short amount of time. Subsequently, the monitor needs to evaluate
all output streams, exerting a lot of pressure on the system. To prevent that,
RTLola distinguishes between two kinds of outputs. Event-based outputs are
computed whenever new input values arrive and should thus only contain inex-
pensive operations. All streams discussed above where event-based. In contrast
to that, there are periodic outputs such as the following:
output freqDev @5Hz := altitude.aggregate(over : 200ms ,

using: count) < 5

Here, freqDev will be evaluated every 200ms as indicated by the “@ 5 Hz”
label, independently of arriving input values. The stream freqDev does not access
the event-based input altitude directly, but uses a sliding window expression to
count the number of times a new value for altitude occurred within the last
200ms. The value of freqDev represents the number of measurements the monitor
received from the altimeter. Comparing this value against the expected number
of readings allows for detecting deviations and thus a potentially damaged sensor.

Sliding windows allow for decoupling event-based and periodic streams, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Since the specifier has no control over the frequency of event-
based streams, these streams should be quickly evaluatable. More expensive
operations, such as sliding windows, may only be used in periodic streams to
increase the monitor’s robustness.
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2.1 Examples

In the following, we will present several interesting properties showcasing
RTLola’s expressivity. The specifications are simplified for illustration and thus
not immediately applicable to the real-world.

Sensor Validation. When a sensor starts to deteriorate, it can misbehave and
drop single measurements. To verify that a GPS sensor produces values at its
specified frequency, in this example 10Hz, we count the number of sensor values
in a continuous window and compare it against the expected amount of events
in this time frame.
input lat: Float32 , lon : Float32

output gps_freq@10Hz :=

lat.aggregate(over: =1s, using: count).defaults(to:9)

trigger gps_freq < 9 "GPS sensor frequency < 9 Hz"

Assuming that we have another sensor measuring the true air speed, we
can check whether the measured data matches the GPS data using RTLola’s
computation primitives. For this, we first compute the difference in longitude
and latitude between the current and last measurement. The Euclidean distance
provides the length of the movement vector, which can be derived discretely by
dividing by the amount of time that has passed between two GPS measurements.
input velo : Float32

output δlon := lon - lon.offset(by:-1).defaults(to:lon)

output δlat := lat - lat.offset(by:-1).defaults(to:lat)

output gps_dist := sqrt(δlon * δlon + δlat * δlat)
output gps_velo := gps_dist

/ (time - time.offset(by:-1).defaults(to:0.0))

trigger abs(gps_velo - velo) > 0.1 "Deviating velocity"

When the pathfinding algorithm of the mission planner takes longer than
expected, the system remains in a state without target location and thus hovers
in place. Such a hover period can be detected by computing the covered distance
in the last seconds. For this, we integrate the assumed velocity. We also exclude
a strong headwind as a culprit for the low change in position.
input wnd_dir: Float32 , wnd_spd : Float32

output dir := arctan(lat/lon)

output headwind := abs(wnd_dir - dir) < 0.2

∧ wnd_spd > 10.0

output hovering @ 1Hz := velo.aggregate(over: 5s, using:
∫
)

.defaults(to:0.5) < 0.5 ∧ ¬headwind.hold().defaults(to:⊥)

trigger hovering "Long hover phase"
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3 Performance Guarantees via Static Analysis

3.1 Type System

RTLola is a strongly-typed specification language. Every expression has two
orthogonal types: a value type and a stream type. The value type is Bool, String,
Int, or Float. It indicates the usual semantics of a value or expression and
the amount of memory required to store the value. The stream type indicates
when a value is evaluated. For periodic streams, the stream type defines the
frequency in which it is computed. Event-based streams do not have a pre-
determined period. The stream type for an event-based stream identifies a set
of input streams, indicating that the event-based stream is extended whenever
there is, synchronously, an event on all input streams. Event-based streams may
also depend on input streams not listed in the type; in such cases, the type
system requires an explicit use of the 0-order sample&hold operator.

The type system provides runtime guarantees for the monitor: Independently
of the arrival of input data, it is guaranteed that all required data is available
whenever a stream is extended. Either the data was just received as input event,
was computed as output stream value, or the specifier provided a default value.
The type system can, thus, eliminate classes of specification problems like unin-
tentionally accessing a slower stream from a faster stream. Whenever possible,
the tool provides automatic type inference.

3.2 Sliding Windows

We use two techniques to ensure that we only need a bounded amount of memory
to compute sliding windows. Meertens [22] classifies an aggregations γ : A∗ → B
as list homomorphism if it can be split into a mapping function m : A → T , an
associative reduction function r : T × T → T , a finalization function f : T → B,
and a neutral element ε ∈ T with ∀t ∈ T : r(t, ε) = r(ε, t) = t. For these
functions, rather than aggregating the whole list at once, one can apply m to
each element, reduce the intermediate results with an arbitrary precedence, and
finalize the result to get the same value. The second technique by Li et al. [20]
divides a time interval into panes of equal size. For each pane, we aggregate all
inputs and store only the fix amount of intermediate values. The type system
ensures that sliding windows only occur in periodic streams so by choosing the
pane size as the inverse of the frequency, paning does not change the result. In
StreamLAB there are several pre-defined aggregation functions such as count,
integration, summation, product, mini-, and maximization available.

3.3 Memory Analysis

StreamLAB computes the worst-case memory consumption of the specification.
For this, an annotated dependency graph (ADG) is constructed where each
stream s constitutes a node vs and whenever s accesses s′, there is an edge
from vs to vs′ . Edges are annotated according to the type of access: if s accesses
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s′ discretely with offset n or with a sliding window aggregation of duration d
and aggregation function γ, then the edge e = (vs, vs′) is labeled with λ(e) = n
or λ(e) = (d, γ), respectively. Nodes of periodic streams are now annotated with
their periodicity, if stream s has period 200ms then the node is labeled with
π(vs) = 5Hz. Memory bounds for discrete-time offsets can be computed as for
Lola [9]. We extend this algorithm with new computational rules to determine
the memory bounds for real-time expressions. For each edge e = (v, v′) in the
ADG we can determine how many events of v′ must be stored for the computa-
tion of v using the rules in Fig. 2. Here, only γ is a list homomorphism. The strict
upper bound on required memory is now the sum of the memory requirement
of each individual stream. This, however, is only the amount of memory needed
for storing values and does not take book-keeping data structures and the inter-
nal representation of the specification into account. Assuming reasonably small
expressions (depth ≤ 64), this additional memory can be bounded with 1 kB per
stream plus a flat 10 kB for working memory.

π(v) π(v′) λ(e) = (d, γ) λ(e) = (d, γ∗)
var var unbounded zd
xHz var unbounded min(zd, xd)
var yHz yd min(zd, yd)
xHz yHz min(xd, yd) min(xd, yd)

Fig. 2. Computation of memory bound
over the dependency graph.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the data flow. The
EM manages input events, TM schedules
periodic tasks, and Eval manages the eval-
uation of streams.

4 Processing Engine

The processing engine consists of three components: The EventManager (EM)
reads events from an input such Standard In or a CSV file and translates string
values into the internal representation. The values are mapped to the correspond-
ing input streams in the specification. Using a multiple-sender-single-receiver
channel, the EM pushes the event on a working queue. The TimeManager (TM)
schedules the evaluation of periodic streams. The TM computes the hyper-period
of all streams and groups them by equal deadlines. Whenever a deadline is
due, the corresponding streams are pushed into the working queue using the
same channel as the EM. This ensures that event-based and periodic evaluation
cycles occur in the correct order even under high pressure. Lastly, the Evaluator
(Eval) manages the evaluation of streams and storage of computed values. The
Eval repeatedly pops items off the working queue and evaluates the respective
streams.
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When monitoring a system online, the TM uses the internal system clock for
scheduling tasks. When monitoring offline, however, this is no longer possible
because the point in time when a stream is due to be evaluated depends on
the input event. Thus, before the EM pushes an event on the working queue, it
transmits the latest timestamp to the TM. The TM then decides whether some
periodic streams need to be evaluated. If so, it effectively goes back in time
by pushing the respective task on the working queue before acknowledging the
TM. Only upon receiving the acknowledgement, the TM sends the event to the
working queue. Figure 3 illustrates the information flow between the components.

5 Experiments

StreamLAB1 is implemented in Rust. A major benefit of a Rust implementation
is the connection to LLVM, which allows a compilation to a large variety of
platforms. Moreover, the requirements to the runtime environment are as low as
for C programs. This allows StreamLAB to be widely applicable.

The specifications presented in Sect. 2.1 have been tested on traces generated
with the state-of-the-art flight simulator Ardupilot2. Each trace is the result
of a drone flying one or more round-trips over Saarland University and provides
sensor information for longitude and latitude, true air velocity, wind direction
and speed, as well as the number of available GPS satellites. The longest trace
consists of slightly less than 433,000 events. StreamLAB successfully detected
a variety of errors such as delayed sensor readings, GPS module failures, and
phases without significant movement. For an online runtime verification, the
monitor reads an event of the simulator’s output, processes the input data and
pauses until the next event is available. Whenever necessary, periodic streams
are evaluated. Online monitoring of a simulation did not allow us to exhaust the
capabilities of StreamLAB because the generation of events took significantly
longer than processing them. The offline monitoring function of StreamLAB
allows the user to specify a delay in which consecutive events are read from a
file. By gradually decreasing the delay between events until the pressure was
too high, we could determine a maximum input frequency of 647.2 kHz. When
disabling the delay and running the monitor at maximum speed, StreamLAB
processes a trace of length 432,961 in 0.67 s, so each event takes 1545 ns to
process while three threads utilized 146% of CPU. In terms of memory, the
maximum resident set size amounted to 16MB. This includes bookkeeping data
structures, the specification, evaluator code, and parts of the C standard library.
While the evaluation does not require any heap allocation after the setup phase,
the average stack size amounts to less than 1kB. The experiment was conducted
on 3.3GHz Intel Core i7 processor with 16GB2133MHz LPDDR3 RAM.

1 www.stream-lab.org.
2 ardupilot.org.

www.stream-lab.org
http://ardupilot.org
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6 Outlook

The stream-based monitoring framework StreamLAB demonstrates the appli-
cability of stream monitoring for cyber-physical systems. Previous versions of
Lola have successfully been applied to networks and unmanned aircraft systems
in cooperation the with German Aerospace Center DLR [1,2,12]. StreamLAB
provides a modular, easy-to-understand specification language and design-time
feedback for specifiers. This helps to improve the development process for cyber-
physical systems. Coupled with the promising experimental results, this lays the
foundation for further applications of the framework on real-world systems.
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The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the
chapter’s Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the
material. If material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and
your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted
use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
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